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A COMPARISON Or ~IGHT-~T J2E30W!SON A SCOUT-BCMESR

lw3?12mI!z‘w13!II4 .p ANDw.!ni 10° (InoMmmc

DJIWIRAL IN llTEWI(G OUTER TANEIS .

By CharleEIM. Forsyth and.Villla E. Gray, Jr.

EmMMaRY

A flight investi.~ationof a scou+-bcmber u3.rpMn; &Lth 4.7°
~.d 10° geametric diheti~ in the wfng outir panels has been Con-

ducted in order to obtain flight-teet rssud.teportair~~ to &s
upper limit of the wing-dihe&@. angle for.satd.efactory hendli~
qualitiee. Navy specifications, which deftie &o up~er limit of
dfhedral.,state that the rolling mo@ent ?ue to aideeljp shall never.
be so great that a reversal.of,rollj.~ VDI.OCity due to aileron yaw
occurs during rudder-fixed aileron roll~ and that Mo control‘free .
lateral oscillations 6haU. damp to 1/2 smpJ.ft@ & 2 cycles. ThtJ.
upper limit of gjeoznetricdlhed.z-alrol~tlh~sairplene aygesrs to be
set by the condition at whfch the rol,ljnqveloci~ apyr.oacheszero
in rudder-fixed ailerbn rolls at low speeds end smell aileron
deflections rather than,by any undesirable control-frea lateral
oscillatory characteristics. Inasmuch as tie combination of either
of the two wing-dihedral confl~mations with the directional
stability of tilealrphne as tested did not lead to any undesirable
lateral control Characteristics, a 10° dihedral angle does not .-
aypea~ to be exce&slve for this airplane; however, with dihedyal
angles slightly greater them 10°, the requirement that the rdll.ix~
velocity should not reverse in a rudder-fixed.roll we-id probab~y
not be met.

The airplane with both 4.70 and.10° geometric iiihedmaZ .
pomessed posttive stick-fixed effective aedr~ fn all.conditions
tested. The increase in
in theoretical eftective

.
tunuel test results of a

measured effective dihedral with the change
dihedral showed fair sgreernentwith wind-

*-scale model of the eirplene.

.
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INTRODUCTION‘

In ovder to obtain data.rolatmi to tho uypccrlimit of goometrtc
dihedral for satiflfactoryhandling qualities of ai.uplaneso.fthe
scout-bomber type, a flight invewbigationhas been made at the
Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory of a mout bomber having
10° dihedral in the wing outer p.mls, Results of teets of tho sam
airplane with 4.7° alheti~l and with variou.&tail modifications
are presented in reference 1. The latiral stability characteristics
of the air@ane titi 10° dihedral and with tail configuration 3 are
compared with thoee obtained vith 4.7~ dihe&al and with tall
configuration 3. (S00 raferonce.1.)

LFYM90JJS

compressihilfty correction at,.

dynamic pressure

hnpact preesure corrected for

mass denalty of air at flight

maes fiensityof .mibien*air at Bea level

wing area

sea 19703.

position error

con&ltions ,

total aileron deflection, degrees

sidesli~ angle, degrees

acceleration in ~avilmtional units

rol.lln~velocity, radians per second
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()mairplane relative density factor ~

t
APPARATUS

The airplane tested is a two-~lace, midwing, single-engine
scout bomber. A three-view layout of the aiwlane is prgsen~d . ‘
in figure 1. Pertinent details of the air--lanetie given in
reference 2. The tall configuration used is described in
reference 1. This tail cofii=yration wae used for tests with both
the 4.7° LX@ 10° dihedral configurations. A t~~st-axis-leve~
photograph of the airplam with 10° dihedral is shown in f.@ure 2.

Stan@rd NACA yhotographtcally record&g jn@ruments synchronize&
by mkkms of a Wrier were used to measure the..necessaryquantities.
Calibrated airspeed as used herein is the remling that would.be ..
given ly a standsrd Army-Navy airppeed meter ~ou”cted to,a pitot-.

.4

static system corrected for position e~or, -/-. ~=---
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TESTS,RE’3ULU’S, AND lYIHXJSSION

TNNo. 1407

The data for the configuration with h .7° geometric dihedral in
the wing outer panels were taken from refermce 1 and.previously
unpull.isheddata.

Comparable test results for both dihedral configurations are
presented of data taken from steady si.deslips,rudder-fixed aileron
rolle, rudder kioks, control-free latera).oscillations, and
rapid 1800 turns.

Steady sideslip characteristics obtained with the.airplane in
the clean condition with power on at airspeeds of apyroximatel.y90
and 190 miles per hour and.in the landing condition at an airspeed
of about 85 miles per hour are presented in figures 3 to 5. For
these conditions a measure of the dihedral.effect for the two
dihedxal configurations can be obtained-from the variation of
aileron angle with sideslip angle. The $’ollowin~table gives a
comparison of the values of d.8a/d$ at zero sidesllp for the
various flight conditions and the two dihedral configurations of

.

the airplane:

*
d5a/d13

(per deg)
Flight condition

r gem = 4“70 ‘geom = 100

Landing condition; Vc N 85 mph 0.27 0.83

Power for level flight;
clean condition; Vc % 90 mph ●33 .89

Power for level.flight;
clean condition; Vc ~ 190 mph .53 1.03

The histories of rudder-fixed ailarbn rolls at low speeds are
shown in figures 6 to 8. I?orthe same airspeed and aileron deflec-
tion the maximum value of rolling velocity was slightly lesfjfor the
airplane ,with10° geome~ic dihedral than with 4..7° gqmnetric
dihedral. Further, the ro~limg velocity decreased more rapi~
for the airplane with 10° geometric dihedral than with 4.7° geometric
dihedral as-
deflection,

is seen from tie data pre~ented.in fiGure 6 (ail&on

.—

approximately 2/3 fullj.Fi~e 7 sh;ws that, with a
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small aileron deflection, the roll~ velocity eseent~ally maintained
its peak value for the airplane @-&t 4.7° geometric tihedral. “
Figure 8, howevor, shows that, with 10° gec?amtricdihedral, the
rolling velocity approached mwo but did not reverse,in low-speed
rolls with rudder fixed at small aileron deflections. The Navy
hand.ling-guald.tiesspecificationF-2.2 (reference 3), which sta~~s
that the rolling moment due to sfdoslip in rudder-fixed aileron
rolls shall never be so great #at a reversal of rolling velocity
occurs due to aileron yaw, has been met with botlndihedral con-
figurations. With a sli@tly grea%r mount of dihedral than 10°,
however, it Is probable that tile requirement would not have been
met in low-syeed rollei

.-..

Calculations show -@at the”lerge dihedral effect combinod with
the rather low directional stabili~ of the airplane for small
sideslip angles accounts fo~*the reduction in rolling velocity to

.—

almost zero in aileron ~olls a=t’lm-speeds and small aileron
deflections for the 10°.geometr3c-.5ih@ral cotiiguration. Unpublished

dCn
- = 0.0(?11per degree for a power-on‘rtild-t-el”tests @ve dp

clean condition at a speed of 109 miles per hour.

The aileron effectiveness (variation of heiix angle pD/2V .With
total aileron deflection) was measured in rud~er-fixad aileror$rolls
for the 10°,dihedral configuration inyower?on fli@ti end the results
are presented in figure 9. Calculations were made to correct the
aileron-effectiveness rssults for the rolling moment due to siclf3slip.
The correction restite~ in”em incl’easein the variak:on of yb#?V
with total +leron deflection of about 14 percent for ruddefi-fixed
rolls at en airspeed of 190 &?.lesper hour and about 32 permrlt for
rolls at an airspeed of 90 miles per h’our. The sideslip anglQs,we
larger at the .ttieof maximum rollin~ velocity for the low-speed
rud.der-fixesrolls than for the higher-speed rolls,and hence the
greater corimction at low speeds, .,

..-
As ‘obtainedin steady sideslips, ti~eeffective.di.he~alwas

calculated from”the variation of pb/2?V with aileron deflection
corredtedto zero sihslip ‘asshowd.in fi@r6 9 anti from the values’
of d5a/dp for ‘airspeedsof 90,,&nd”190 “milespez’hour In the clean

condition using power for -leve~flight. The effective di.hedralm .
were calculated from the formula

.

,,

.... ‘ “ ‘

‘, “

.:
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c~
+ = 0.74 per radian2 and Ct_ = 0.47 per radianwhere values of

L

are obtained frpm reference 4. The ‘resultsare ‘~own h the
following ta-bl,e: .

1’ .—-.
,.

r’
fm’
(deg)

Flight COllditi.On
rgecun= 4“~0 ‘gem = 1“0

—— —..

Power for level flight;
clean conditton, Vc = 90 mph” 2,3 6.1

Power for level fliglit;
cleen condition, Vc = 190 mph 3.9 ~ 7.6
.,. .—

Values of effective dihedral fro~ wind-tunnel tests made in the
Langlep 7- by lo-foot tunnel for various smounts of wi~ geometric
dihedral in the outer panels and the previously mentioned fllght
value~ for the test airplane are -presentedin figure 10 as the
variation of meamred effective dihedral with theoretical offoctisw’

dihetbml angle. The $-sc&le wind-tunnel model of the airplana was

tested with the tail ~emoved and the effective dihedral waflcal-
culated by dividhg the value of’ Cz obtained from tine“tunnel

B
ly CIP/i’ as obtained from referenc& 4. The t.lmoretfcaloffective-

dihedral angle ie.defined as the constant gecmetrlc-dihedralangle
from wingroot to tip that would give we same valueflof. CZP as a

wing having the dihedral.verigd along tie span. The theoretical
effective-dihedralangles were obtained from reference 4. These
theoretical values are for an isolated wing having a plmn form and
dihedral conft~matton of the test airplane.::With 1.7° Ceometric
dihe@al in the inner psnel and 4.7° and 10? in the outer panel
the t+eoreticai effective-dihedralvalues .wouldbe 4.2° end8.@,
respectively. The flight gmd w$nd-tunrm].values of thgvariation
of measured effective dihedral”with theoretical effective dihedral
show fair agreement (fig. 10).

Data obtained inruddsr k~.clware shown in figuras 11 to 13.
These figures present a e~arlson of the ~oll.l~moment due to
yawing in the landing condition at abbut ’LOOmiles per hour, in
the gliding condition at 140 miles per hour, and in the power for

.

.

.

.

.
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leve~-flight condition at lb miles per how. As’expect~d’,the
ruddetikicks with 10° geomwtric dihedral.showed the largest-variation
of rolling velocity with ruddd. deflection. The ~ilot, however, did
n@ consider the””%riation of rolling vglocity uith rwdder deflection
to be exceesive with 10°.geometric dihedkal..... ..

Xn addition to the requirement that the rolllng Teloci@ shall
not reverse in rudder-fixed aileron rolls, a further criterion -
placiqj an upper limit on #hedral angle,F-1.2 .(reforence3) states
that the contzzol-freelateral oscillation shall.~> to 1/2 amylitude
in 2 cycles. Consequently, the control-free lateral oscillation was
investigated in the clean, cruising power condition. ~ these tests
the rydder was deflected held, and then released. In order,to
induce a &utih-roll oscillation the tests should be conducted Conti”d
fixed.,hut in this case the mxlder had no ~aking tendencies and
returned to its trim position with no oscillation of the control.
The results for tie two dihedml configurations gcgrpearin fi.g.u-e14.
No appreciable lateral osczl.latarydif$’erencesaapear bet~~eenthe
two configurations. For the airplane with 10° g~o)netricdihedral
we In’mberof cycles to”damp to 1/2 Smplittie was slightly greater
at an altitude of 20,0013feet ”thtiat 10,000 feet because of the
increase in the airplane relative-density factor v with altitude...

.For the airplane’vith 4.7’0geometric dihedral the nuniberof cycles
for the oscil.lationsto damp ‘m 1/2 amplitude was slightly less than
with 10° dihedral. .

Rapid 180° turns were made to determine whether the ~ilot “
Would e~erience diffictity in coordinating the controls to avoid
any oscillatory motion because of the,lOO geometric &th@ral. As
seen from the time histories o~ figures 15 and 16,no such diffictilty
was evidenced. .,

Rough-air tests were made for %otk confi~ati~ns. NO appreciable
difference in the handling qualities was observed upon e.marination
of the records, and the pilot declared the airplane satlefactory for .
rough-air flying with 10° dihedral.

CONCLZJEZONS

Flight tests of a scout-bcxuberairplane with 4.7° and 10° geo-
metric dihedral in the wing outer panel led to the following con-
clusions concerning the effeot of tie two geametric-dihedral angles
on the handling qualities of the airplane:
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1. No unusual or undesirable lateral control characteristics
were observed with the combinations of directi.mal- and lataral-
stability parameters obtained with the two dihedral.angles used.
It is concluded that use of as much as 10° ~eometiic dihedral in
the wing outer panel did not lead to unsatisfactory lateral control
characteristics of the airplane.

2.The ori!.,ylimitation experienced by the airplane with
10° dfhedral was in rudder-fixed aileron rolls at low speeds and
small aileron deflections when the rolling velocity approached zero.
Inasmuch as the specification that the rolling velocity shall not
reverse in rudder-fixed aileron rolls was rest,the large dihetial
effect would be acceptable. Howcwer, a slfght increase i.ngoometiic
dihedral above the 10° used in the test might cause a reversal of
ro31ing velocity in rudder-ftxed aileron rolls.

39 The control-free la’tereloscillatory characteristics of the
airplane vit~ 10° geometric dihedral were not a factor In placing
an upper limit on the wing dihedral for the aiypiane as tqstod even
with its rather low directional stability at mall sideslip sngl.ee.

4. With both dihedral configurations, the a&plsne possessed
positive stiok-f$xed effective dihedral in all ccmii.tionstested.

5S The hcrease unmeasured effectiw dihedral.with the chango
in theoretical effeatlve dihedral.agreed fairly weX1.with wind-
tunnel res,ults.

,“ ,

Lahgley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics “

Langley Field,,Va., June 26, X947
,.
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Figure l.- Three-view drawing of scout-bomber @lane with 4.70 and 10° geometric dihedral

inwing outer panels.
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Figure 2.- Front view oftestairplanewith 10° geometric dfiedrelinwing
outer panels.
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NACA TN No. 1407 Fig. 3a

(a) rgeom = 4.7°.

Figure 3.- Steady sideslip characteristics of scout-bomber airplane.
Landtig condition (flaps and landing gear down, power off);
v= % 85 miles per hour.
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(b) rgeom = 10°.

Figure 3.- Concluded.
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(a) r geom = 4.7°.

Figure 4.- Steady sideslip characteristics of scout-bomber airplane.
Clean condition (flaps and landing gear up); power for level flight;
V= x 90 miles per hour.
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(a) rgeom = 4.7°.

Figure 5.- Steady sideslip characteristics of scout-bomber airplane.
Clean condition (flaps and landing gear up); power for level flight;
Vc % 190 miles per hour.
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NATIONAL ADVISORY
CONHITTSEm ARoNlulKs

(b) r ~eom = 10°.

Figure 6.- Time histories of scout bomber in rudder-fixed left rolls
with approximately 2/3 full aileron deflection and power for level
flight ti clean condition.
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Figure 7.- Time histories of scout bomber in rudder-fixed aileron
rolls with aileron partly deflected and power for level flight in

= 4.70.cleW condition” r georn
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Fi~e 8.- Time histories of scout bomber in rudder -fix~ aileron
rolls with aileron partly deflected and power for level flight in
clean condition. r = 10°.geom
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NATiONAL ADVISORY
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Figure 9.- Variation of helix angle pb/2V with total aileron deflection
for scout bomber. Flaps and landing gear up; power for level flight;
flight data for airplane with rgeom = 10° corrected for dCL/d ~.
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NATIONAL ADVISORY

CONMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS

Figure 10.- Comparison offull-scaleflightvalues and +-scale (tailremoved) whd -tunuel
#

values of effectivedihedralangle plottedagainsttheoreticaleffectivedihedralanglefor .

scout bomber tested. (Theoreticaleffectivedihedralsngle is definedas constantgeometric ~
dihedralangle tiom wtig root to tipthatwould givethe same value of Cl as awing
having dihedralvaried along span.) P
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Figure 11. - Characteristics observed of scout bomber in landing
condition with abrupt rudder kicks (flaps and landing gear
down, power off) at an airspeed of 100 miles per hour.

‘geom = 4.7° or 10°.
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Figure 19. - Characteristics observed of scout bomber in gliding
condition with abrupt rudder kicks (flaps and landing gear up,
power off) at an airspeed of 140 miles per hour.

‘geom = 4.7° or 10°.
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Figure 13. - Characteristics observed of scout bomber in level flight
with abrupt rudder kicks at an airspeed of 140 miles per hour.

‘geom = 4.7° or 10°.
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Figure 16. -
airspeed

Time history of scout bomber “in an abrupt 180° turn
of 174 miles per hour. r = 10°.
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